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Abstract
We consider the problem of evaluating an aggregation query, which is a sum-of-sum query
or a sum-of-product query, subject to additive inequalities. Such aggregation queries, with
a smallish number of additive inequalities, arise naturally/commonly in many applications,
particularly in machine learning applications. We give a relatively complete categorization of
the computational complexity of such problems. We first show that the problem is NP-hard,
even in the case of one additive inequality. Thus we turn to approximating the query. Our main
result is an efficient algorithm for approximating, with arbitrarily small relative error, many
natural aggregation queries with one additive inequality. We give examples of natural queries
that can be efficiently solved using this algorithm. In contrast we show that the situation with
two additive inequalities is quite different, by showing that it is NP-hard to evaluate simple
aggregation queries, with two additive inequalities, with any bounded relative error. We end
by considering the problem of computing the gradient of the objective function in the Support
Vector Machines (SVM) problem, a canonical machine learning problem. While computing
the gradient for SVM can be reduced to the problem of computing an aggregation query with
one additive inequality, our algorithm is not applicable due to what we call the “subtraction
problem”. However, we show how to circumvent this subtraction problem within the context of
SVM to obtain a gradient-descent algorithm that will result in an approximately correct optimal
solution, using an alternative notion of approximate correctness, which may be of independent
interest.
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1 Introduction
We consider the problem of evaluating Functional Aggregate Queries (FAQ’s) subject to additive
constraints, which we call FAQ-AI problems. Such problems, with a smallish number of inequalities,
arise naturally in many settings, particularly in machine learning applications. We start with some
examples related to the classic Support Vector Machines problem (SVM), in which points are
classified based on the side of a hyperplane that the point lies on. [10, 23] Each of the following
examples can be reduced to an FAQ-AI problem with one additive inequality.
• Counting the number of points correctly (or incorrectly) classified by a hyperplane.
• Finding the minimum distance of a correctly classified point to the boundary of a given
hyperplane.
• Computing the gradient of the SVM objective function at a particular point.
And now let us give some examples of problems related to the classic k-means clustering prob-
lem [23], in which the goal is to find k center locations so as to minimize the average squared
distance from a point to a center. Each of the following examples can be reduced to an FAQ-AI
problem with k − 1 inequalities.
• Evaluating the k-means objective value for a particular collection of k centers.
• Computing the new centers in one iteration of the commonly used Lloyd’s algorithm.
• Computing the furthest point in each cluster from the center of that cluster.
Conceptually all of these problems are easily solvable in nearly linear time if the input consisted
of a two-dimensional table with one row for each point and one column for each dimension, which
we call a design matrix. However, we are interested in the setting in which the points are implicitly
represented by a collection of input tables, where the design matrix is the join of the input tables,
and where the aggregate size of the input tables may be much less than the size of the design
matrix.
The standard algorithmic design approach in this setting is to first form the design matrix by
joining together the tables. This standard approach has the disadvantage that the number of rows
in the design matrix, and thus necessarily the time complexity, can be exponential in the input
size. For example, consider a design matrix J = T1 ⋊⋉ T2 ⋊⋉ . . . ⋊⋉ TM that is the result of a path
join. That is, each Ti has n rows and two columns/attributes Fi, and Fi+1. So M has d = m+ 1
columns, one for each possible attribute in the tables. The number of rows in J could potentially
be as large as n(⌊m/2⌋+1), while the size of the input is only O(nm). An alternative approach, which
we investigate in this paper, is to seek in-database algorithms, which conceptually are algorithms
that avoid explicitly constructing the design matrix, and whose runtime should be bounded by say
a polynomial in the input size.
Our goal in this paper is to consider the computational complexity of FAQ-AI problems. As
we want to focus on the complexity of the FAQ and the additive inequalities, we to some extent
abstract out the complexity of the tables, and will primarily be concerned with instances where
the structure of the tables is “simple” (for example, the join is acyclic). So assuming the structure
of the tables is simple, our goal is to determine which types of FAQ-AI instances have in-database
algorithms, and which types of FAQ-AI instances do not have have in-database algorithms.
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1.1 Formal Definitions
Unfortunately, a formal definition of FAQ-AI is rather cumbersome, and notation heavy. To aid the
reader, after the formal definitions, we give some examples of how to model some of the particular
machine learning problems discussed earlier, as FAQ-AI problems. Due to space limitations some
definitions, that are more standard or less critical, have been moved to the appendix.
The input to FAQ-AI problem consists of three components:
• A collection of relational tables T1, . . . Tm with real-valued entries. Let J = T1 ⋊⋉ T2 ⋊⋉ · · · ⋊⋉
Tm be the design matrix that arises from the inner join of the tables. Let n be an upper
bound on the number of rows in any table Ti, let N be the number of rows in J , and let d be
the number of columns in J .
• An FAQ Q(J) that is either a SumProd query or a SumSum query. We define a SumSum
query to be a query of the form:
Q(J) =
⊕
x∈J
d⊕
i=1
Fi(xi)
where (R,⊕, I0) is a commutative monoid over the arbitrary set R with identity I0. We define
a SumProd query to be a query of the form:
Q(J) =
⊕
x∈J
d⊗
i=1
Fi(xi)
where (R,⊕,⊗, I0, I1) is a commutative semiring over the arbitrary set R with additive iden-
tity I0 and multiplicative identity I1. In each case, xi is the entry in column i of x, and Fi is
an arbitrary function with range R.
• A collection L = {(G1, L1), . . . (Gb, Lb)} where Gi is a collection {gi,1, gi,2, . . . gi,d} of d func-
tions that map the column domains to the reals, and each Li is a scalar.
FAQ-AI(k) is a special case of FAQ-AI when the cardinality of L is at most k.
The output for the FAQ-AI problem is the result of the query on the subset of the design matrix
that satisfies the additive inequalities. That is, the output for the FAQ-AI instance with a SumSum
query is:
Q(L(J)) =
⊕
x∈L(J)
d⊕
i=1
Fi(xi) (1)
And the output for the FAQ-AI instance with a SumProd query is:
Q(L(J)) =
⊕
x∈L(J)
d⊗
i=1
Fi(xi) (2)
Here L(J) is the set of tuples x ∈ J that satisfy all the additive inequalities in L, that is for all
i ∈ [1, b], ∑dj=1 gi,j(xj) ≤ Li, where xj is the value of coordinate j of x.
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We now illustrate how some of the SVM related problems in the introduction can be reduced
to FAQ-AI(1). First consider the problem of counting the number of negatively labeled points
correctly classified by a linear separator. Here each row x of the design matrix J conceptually
consists of a point in Rd−1, whose coordinates are specified by the first d − 1 columns in J , and a
label in {1,−1} in column d. Let the linear separator be defined by β ∈ Rd−1. A negatively labeled
point x is correctly classified if
∑d−1
i=1 βixi ≤ 0. The number of such points can be counted using
SumProd query with one additive inequality as follows:
• ⊕ is addition,
• ⊗ is multiplication,
• Fi(xi) = 1 for all i ∈ [d− 1],
• Fd(xd) = 1 if xd = −1, and Fd(xd) = 0 otherwise,
• g1,j(xj) = βjxj for j ∈ [d− 1],
• g1,d(xd) = 0, and
• L1 = 0.
Next, consider the problem of finding the minimum distance to the linear separator of a correctly
classified negatively labeled point. This distance can be computed using a SumProd query with
one additive inequality as follows:
• ⊕ is the binary minimum operator,
• ⊗ is addition,
• Fi(xi) = βixi for all i ∈ [d− 1],
• Fd(xd) = 1 if xd = −1, and Fd(xd) = 0 otherwise,
• g1,j(xj) = βjxj for j ∈ [d− 1],
• g1,d(xd) = 0, and
• L1 = 0.
Formally defining what an “in-database” algorithm is problematic as for each possible natural
candidate definition there are plausible scenarios in which that candidate definition is not the
“right” definition. But for the purposes of this paper it is sufficient to think of an “in-database”
algorithm as one whose runtime is polynomially bounded in n and d if the join is acyclic. This
is probably the loosest natural candidate definition, and in most situations one would like a more
stringent definition, say the time should be nearly linear in n and polynomial in d.
As we will be dealing with approximation, we need to define approximation concepts related
to algorithms and operators. We define an In-Database Approximation Scheme (IDAS) to be a
collection {Aǫ} of algorithms, one for each real ǫ > 0, such that each Aǫ is an in-database algorithm
that outputs a solution Q with relative error at most ǫ, that is where Q/(1 + ǫ) ≤ Q′ ≤ (1 + ǫ)Q.
An operator ⊙ has error factor at most j if it is the case that when x/(1 + δ1) ≤ x′ ≤ (1+ δ1)x
and y/(1+δ2) ≤ y′ ≤ (1+δ2)y then (x⊙y)/(1+δ1)j(1+δ2)j ≤ x′⊙y′ ≤ (1+δ1)j(1+δ2)j(x⊙y). An
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operator ⊙ has bounded error if there is some constant j such that ⊙ has error factor at most j. An
operator introduces no error if it meets the criteria of having bounded error with j = 1. An operator
⊙ is repeatable if for any two non-negative integers k and j and any non-negative real δ such that
k/(1+ δ) ≤ j ≤ (1+ δ)k, it is the case that for every x ∈ R, (⊙k x)/(1+ δ) ≤⊙j x ≤ (1+ δ)⊙k x.
An operator ⊙ is monotone if it is either monotone increasing or monotone decreasing. The
operator ⊙ is monotone increasing if x⊙ y ≥ max(x, y). The operator ⊙ is monotone decreasing if
x⊙ y ≤ min(x, y).
1.2 Our Results
We start by showing in Section 2 that the FAQ-AI(1) problem is NP-hard, even for cross product
joins. Thus an in-database algorithm, that runs in time polynomial in d and n, is extraordinarily
unlikely as it would imply P = NP.
Thus we turn to approximately computing the result of the queries with small relative error.
Our main result is an IDAS, for FAQ-AI(1) instances, when the operators satisfy some additional
natural properties. For a SumSum query the additional properties are:
• The domain R is a subset of reals R.
• ⊕ introduces no error.
• ⊕ is repeatable.
For a SumProd query the additional properties are:
• The domain R is the nonnegative reals R+, I0 and I1.
• ⊕ introduces no error.
• ⊗ has bounded error.
• ⊕ is monotone.
Using this result we can obtain IDAS for such problems such as:
• Counting the number of ( correctly classified) points on one side of a hyperplane
• Counting the number of points within some specified distance of a center point
• Finding the aggregate distance of points on one side of a hyperplane to the hyperplane
• Finding the point that is closest to to the boundary of a hypersphere.
In section 3, as a warm-up, we explain how to obtain an IDAS for a special case of FAQ-AI(1),
namely counting the number of points that lie on a given side of a given hyperplane, or equivalently
counting the number of rows in the design matrix that satisfy a given additive inequality. This
problem is more concrete, and thus easier to understand, than the general result, yet its solution will
contain most of the key ideas necessary to obtain the general result. Our algorithm can be viewed as
a reduction to the problem of approximately evaluating an FAQ without any additive inequalities.
The time complexity of our algorithm is at most O
(
m6 log4 n
ǫ2
)
times the time complexity of the
algorithm in [5] for evaluating an FAQ without additive inequalities, which is O(d2mnh log n),
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where h is the fractional hypertree width of the natural hypergraph formed by the tables. In most
instances of interest, n is much larger than d or m. Thus the takeaway point is that the runtime
for one additive inequality is, at least arguably, not too much worse than the runtime without
any additive inequalities. If the join is acyclic, then h = 1, and the runtime of our algorithm is
O
(
m7d2n log5 n
ǫ2
)
. The key point to note is that the runtime is nearly linear in n.
In section 4 we explain how to generalize our result for row counting to obtain our main result.
In section 5 we show that the problem of obtaining O(1) relative error for row counting with two
additive inequalities is NP-hard, even for acyclic joins. So this shows that our result for FAQ-AI(1)
cannot be extended to FAQ-AI(2), and that an in-database algorithm with bounded relative error
for row counting with two additive inequalities is quite unlikely, as such an algorithm would imply
P = NP.
In section 6 we turn to the problem of computing the gradient of the SVM objective function. We
first observe that, although this problem can be reduced to FAQ-AI(1), our results for FAQ-AI(1)
are not directly applicable because the standard addition operator does not have the bounded error
property when the domain R contains negative numbers. We call this the subtraction problem.
Further we show that this issue is insurmountable by showing that computing the gradient for
the SVM objective function with O(1) relative error is NP-hard, even for acyclic joins. Still we
show that our algorithm produces a result that approximates the gradient, under a non-standard
definition of approximation, namely that it computes the gradient correctly for some design matrix
in which each entry is perturbed by at most an ǫ-fraction. Conceptually if there is a hypothesis that
well explains the labels of the points, this hypothesis should be robust to a small perturbation of
the points, and thus in such cases, the gradient that we compute should be approximately correct
for the original design matrix. We then explain how to incorporate the gradient computed by
our algorithm into a gradient-descent algorithm so that the resulting algorithm finds a solution
that in some non-standard way approximates the optimal solution for the SVM objective function.
The formal definition of this non-standard approximation is a bit complicated, but conceptually
it again says that the hypothesis is near optimal in cases where small perturbations of the design
matrix don’t radically affect the objective value. So the take-away point here is that our FAQ-
AI(1) algorithm may be of some use, even in instances where this subtraction problem arises, by
judiciously using the nonstandard approximation guarantee our algorithm will give.
1.3 Related Results
Functional Aggregate Queries, or FAQs [5], form a wide class of queries subsuming database joins,
projections, and aggregations among many others. An FAQ can be solved by the Inside-Out
Algorithm [5] in time O(md2nh log n) where d is the number of variables, m is the number of input
tables, n is their maximum size, and h is a parameter called the FAQ-width. For full conjunctive
queries and for queries where all variables are aggregated away using the same aggregation type
(e.g. projection or summation) the FAQ-width collapses back to the fractional hypertree width [13].
Note that this special case includes all queries that can be formulated using our definition of FAQ.
And for acyclic queries, h collapses to 1. FAQ builds on many earlier works [7, 12, 16, 13]. The
Inside-Out algorithm also uses worst-case optimal join algorithms [20, 25], which run in time linear
in the input size plus the worst-case output size. The latter happens to be the AGM-bound [8].
See Appendix A for more details.
FAQ-AI [1] is a special class of FAQ in which the query has only one type of aggregation (e.g.
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summation) but more distinctively the query has extra additive inequalities that must be satisfied.
FAQ-AI can be solved in time O(md2nh
′
log n) where h′ is a relaxed version of the FAQ-width; h′
is always larger or equal to the FAQ-width of the join query without the inequalities; however, one
may consider inequalities as infinite-sized tables in the join thus increasing the FAQ-width of the
overall query, and then in that case the FAQ-width of the full query with the inequalities is always
larger or equal to h′. For example, consider a query which is a cross product of m unary relations
with one extra inequality over all the m variables. While the cross product alone has a fractional
hypertree width of 1, the extra inequality -seen as an infinite-sized table- raises the width to m,
increasing the runtime of Inside-Out to nm, which is the size of the design matrix. In contrast, the
relaxed FAQ-width is ⌈m/2⌉ allowing solving the query in time n⌈m/2⌉ [1]. Our FAQ-AI formulation
in this paper mostly follows the one from [1]. Different flavors of queries with inequalities were also
studied [15, 17, 4].
In-database machine learning algorithms is a growing class of algorithms that aims to learn in
time sublinear in the input data a.k.a. the design matrix [22, 2, 11, 3, 18, 19]. The trick is that
the design matrix J often happens to be the output of some database query Q whose size could be
much larger than the size of its input tables T1, . . . , Tm. By pushing machine learning algorithms
down the database engine, we could run some of them in time maxj |Tj | ≪ |J |, hence sublinear
in |J |. This however often requires the database engine to be capable of efficiently solving a large
number of aggregate queries [3, 2], many of which can be modeled as FAQs [5] or FAQ-AIs [1].
FAQ-AIs studied in this paper have been used as the building blocks of many in-database algorithms
including k-means clustering, support vector machines, and polynomial regression [1, 3].
2 NP-Hardness of FAQ-AI(1)
In this section we are considering the problem of calculating an FAQ-AI query with one linear
inequality. In the following we show it is NP-Hard to count the number of rows in J that satisfy
a linear inequality in polynomial time. Note that counting the number of rows satisfying a linear
inequality is a very special case of FAQ-AI(1).
Theorem 2.1. Given an acyclic join query J = T1 ⋊⋉ · · · ⋊⋉ Tm and the additive inequality β ·x ≤ L,
calculating FAQ-AI(1) is NP-Hard.
Proof. We consider the special FAQ-AI(1) that counts the number of rows in J satisfying β ·x ≤ L,
and show that it is NP-Hard to calculate it in time O(poly(n, d,m)). The counting FAQ-AI is the
following query:
Q =
∑
x∈L(J)
T∏
i
Fi(Πi(x))
where Fi always returns 1 and L is has only one additive inequality β · x ≤ L.
We prove the NP-Hardness by a reduction from Counting Knapsack. Counting Knapsack out-
puts the number of ways to feasibly pack a knapsack. Let I = ({w1, . . . , wd}, C) be an instance of
counting knapsack where wi is the weight of the i
th item. We construct the instance of FAQ-AI by
creating d tables each with one column and for all i, set Ti to be a table with two rows {0, wi}. Now
the cross join J of the tables consists of all the combinations of picking or not picking the items
in the knapsack (2d rows). We formulate an FAQ-AI whose answer is the answer to the counting
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knapsack. Consider the vector β = {1}d, a d dimensional vector with 1 in all dimensions, and the
inequality β · x ≤ C; all the rows in J that satisfy this inequality correspond to a combination of
the items which fit into the given knapsack.
Note that it is possible to calculate an FAQ over an acyclic join in polynomial time [5] when
the operators can be calculated in constant time; therefore, Theorem 2.1 suggests that it is hard
to calculate FAQ-AI in a time complexity similar to the one for FAQ. Also note that the proof of
Theorem 2.1 implies that even counting the number of rows in J that satisfy a linear inequality
in polynomial time is NP-Hard. Since counting the number of rows that satisfy an inequality has
some similarities to Counting Knapsack, it can be conjectured that an approximation algorithm
similar to the one for Counting Knapsack [24] would be applicable to this problem as well.
3 Algorithm for Inequality Row Counting
We define the Inequality Row Counting problem as follows: the input is a join query J = T1 ⋊⋉
· · · ⋊⋉ Tm, and an additive inequality
∑
i gi(Xi) ≤ L. The desired output is the number of tuples in
J that satisfy the input inequality which can be expressed as the following query:∑
x∈L(J)
1
which is a special case of FAQ-AI where all the functions return 1 and ⊗ is the arithmetic multi-
plication.
In the following, we first give a slow but exact algorithm for solving the Inequality Row Counting
query by first introducing a semiring structure (with a large number of elements) and then using it to
formulate the problem as an FAQ. Then we use approximation techniques to get a polynomial-time
approximation scheme for Inequality Row Counting queries which later can be used to approximate
SumSum FAQ-AI(1).
3.1 Exact Algorithm
In this section we give an exact algorithm for a special case of FAQ-AI(1) which is counting the
rows in the result of the join that satisfy an additive inequality. The proposed algorithm is based
on formulating the Inequality Row Counting as an FAQ and using the Inside-Out algorithm [5] to
calculate the FAQ – the result will be sufficient to answer the counting query.
We first define a semiring structure to use the FAQ tool. Consider a set R whose members
are finite multi-sets of real numbers. Let #A(e) denote the frequency of the real value e in the
multi-set A and let it be 0 if e is not in A; then A can be alternatively represented as a set of pairs
of the form (e,#A(e)).
We define the operator ⊕ to be the union of the two multi-sets; meaning A = B ⊕ C if and
only if for all real values e, #A(e) = #B(e) + #C(e). We define the operator ⊗ that takes two
multi-sets and returns a multi-set such that for each pair of elements in the input multi-sets, there
is an element in the result equal to their sum. More formally, A = B ⊗C if and only if for all real
values e, #A(e) =
∑
i∈R(#B(e − i) · #C(i)). Note that this summation is well-defined because
there is a finite number of values for i such that B(e− i) and C(i) are non-zero.
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Example: Let A = {1, 1, 2} = {(1, 2), (2, 1)} and B = {2, 3} = {(2, 1), (3, 1)}, then A ⊕ B =
{(1, 1, 2, 2, 3} = {(1, 2), (2, 2), (3, 1)} and A⊗B = {3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 5} = {(3, 2), (4, 3), (5, 1)}
Lemma 3.1. (R,⊕,⊗) is a commutative semiring where the identity element for ⊕ is I0 = ∅ and
identity element for ⊗ is I1 = {0}.
Proof. To prove the lemma, we prove the following claims in the order in which they appear.
1. A⊕B = B ⊕A
2. A⊕ (B ⊕ C) = (A⊕B)⊕ C
3. A⊕ I0 = A
4. A⊗B = B ⊗A
5. A⊗ (B ⊗ C) = (A⊗B)⊗ C
6. A⊗ I0 = I0
7. A⊗ I1 = A
8. A⊗ (B ⊕ C) = (A⊗B)⊕ (A⊗ C)
First we show ⊕ is commutative and associative and A⊕I0 = A. By definition of ⊕, C = A⊕B
if and only if for all e ∈ C we have #C(e) = #A(e) + #B(e). Since summation is commutative
and associative, ⊕ would be commutative and associative as well. Also note that if B = I0 = ∅
then #B(e) = 0 for all values of e and as a result #C(e) = #A(e) which means C = A.
Now we can show that ⊗ is commutative and associative. By definition of ⊗, C = A⊗B if and
only if for all values of e, #C(e) =
∑
i∈R(#A(e − i) ·#B(i)), since we are taking the summation
over all values:
#C(e) =
∑
i∈R
(#A(e− i) ·#B(i))
=
∑
i∈R
(#A(i) ·#B(e− i))
The last line is due to the definition of B ⊗A, which means ⊗ is commutative.
To show claim (5), let D = A⊗ (B ⊗ C) and D′ = (A⊗B)⊗ C:
#D(e) =
∑
i∈R
#A(e− i) ·
(∑
j∈R
#B(i− j) ·#C(j)
)
=
∑
i,j∈R
#A(e− i) ·#B(i− j) ·#C(j)
By setting i′ = e− j and j′ = e− i, we obtain:
#D(e) =
∑
i′,j′∈R
#A(j′) ·#B(i′ − j′) ·#C(e− i′)
=
∑
i′∈R
(∑
j′∈R
#A(j′) ·#B(i′ − j′)
)
·#C(e− i′) = #D′(e),
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which means ⊗ is associative, as desired.
Now we prove A ⊗ I0 = I0 and A ⊗ I1 = A. The claim (6) is easy to show since for all e,
#I0(e) = 0 then for all real values e
∑
i∈dist(A)(#A(i) · #I0(e − i)) = 0; therefore, A ⊗ I0 = I0.
For claim (7), we have
∑
i∈dist(I1)(#I1(i) · #A(e − i)) = (#I1(0) · #A(e)) = #A(e); therefore,
A⊗ I1 = A.
At the end all we need to show is the distributive law which means we need to show A⊗(B⊕C) =
(A⊗B)⊕ (A⊗ C). Let D = A⊗ (B ⊕ C) and D′ = (A⊗B)⊕ (A⊗ C). We have,
#D(e) =
∑
i∈R
#A(e− i) · (#B(i) + #C(i))
=
∑
i∈R
(#A(e − i) ·#B(i)) + (#A(e− i) ·#C(i))
=
∑
i∈R
(#A(e − i) ·#B(i)) +
∑
j∈R
(#A(e− j) ·#C(j)) = #D′(e)
Using the defined semiring structure, we derive our algorithm for obtaining the exact solution
of the Inequality Row Counting problem. Given the join query J = T1 ⋊⋉ · · · ⋊⋉ Tm and the additive
inequality
∑
i gi(xi) ≤ L, we define the functions Fi(Xi) as follows:
Fi(xi) = {gi(xi)}
Then all we need is to evaluate the SumProd query ⊕x∈J ⊗mi=1 Fi(xi) and count the number of
values in the resulting multi-set that are smaller than L.
Lemma 3.2. Using the above definition of Fi, the query ⊕x∈J ⊗mi=1 Fi(xi) returns a multi-set that
has the value of
∑d
i=1 gi(xi) for every x ∈ J .
Proof. Based on the definition of ⊗ we have,
⊗di=1Fi(xi) = ⊗di=1{gi(xi)} =
{
d∑
i=1
gi(xi)
}
Then we can conclude:
⊕x∈J ⊗di=1 Fi(xi) = ⊕x∈J
{
d∑
i=1
gi(xi)
}
=
{
d∑
i=1
gi(xi)|x ∈ J
}
Note that the last line is a multi-set and it has exactly one value of
∑d
i=1 gi(xi) for any row x in
J .
3.2 Approximate Inequality Row Counting
The algorithm introduced in Section 3.1 takes a long time because each evaluation of ⊕ can po-
tentially take Ω(|J |) operations and each evaluation of ⊗ can potentially take Ω(|J |2) operations
which is not efficient, where |J | is the size of the design matrix. In this section we first introduce
a representation of the multi-set using sorted arrays and then an approximate algorithm which is
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based on grouping the weights into buckets of size ǫ(1+ ǫ)k and rounding the values in each bucket
to the maximum value of that bucket.
Let A be a multi-set, we sort the values in A in an array such that A[k] denotes the k-th smallest
item in A. We also assume A[k] = ∞ for all k > |A|. Then evaluating A ⊕ B can be done by
merging the sorted arrays A and B , and A⊗B can be done in O(|A| · |B|). Note that under this
representation, A[k] = t means there are k values in A that are not greater than t; there can be
more such values if there are multiple values equal to t.
The approximation scheme that we are using is based on the array representation. For a multi-
set represented by the array A, we create A′ by keeping the weight of the indices (1 + ǫ)k. We
assume A′ is representing a multi-set similar to A where the weights of all indices between (1+ǫ)k−1
and (1 + ǫ)k are rounded up to the largest weight in that set (index ⌊(1 + ǫ)k⌋ of A). Note that
this rounding may result in unbounded individual weight changes; however, we will show that for
any value t, the number of items in the array that are smaller than t is preserved within (1 ± ǫ)
factor. Also note that the cardinality of A′ (factoring in multiplicities) can be smaller than that of
A, because the last bucket of weights is rounded up to ∞ which means its items are removed from
the multi-set. We call A′ an ǫ-sketch of A.
Example: Let ǫ = 1 and A be an array having the weights (10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19), then
the ǫ-sketch of A, denoted A′, will be an array that has the weights of indices (1, 2, 4, 8) in A (the
weights of index 16 or higher are assumed to be ∞); thus, A′ = {10, 12, 14, 14, 18, 18, 18, 18}.
Then the proposed approximation algorithm for the Inequality Row Counting problem is run-
ning the Inside-Out algorithm for the same FAQ formulation as described in Section 3.1, but this
time, the algorithm applies the sketching on all intermediate results to reduce the space needed to
store them and also the time complexity of running ⊕ and ⊗ on them. Note that since we are using
sketching each time, we are losing some precision on each round of applying ⊕ and ⊗; however, it is
possible to show that if we apply ⊕ operation in some particular order in the Inside-Out algorithm,
then the number of times that the sketching operation is applied on an array can be bounded by
O(poly(log n, t)), which will be detailed in the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Let #A≤(t) denote the number of weights/items in A that are smaller or equal to t. We have
the following lemma regarding the approximation guarantee of the sketch.
Lemma 3.3. For all t ∈ R, we have (1− ǫ)#A≤(t) ≤ #A′≤(t) ≤ #A≤(t), where A′ is the ǫ-sketch
of the multi-set A.
Proof. Note that since we are always rounding the weights up, every item in A that is larger than
t will be larger in A′ as well. Therefore, #A′≤(t) ≤ #A≤(t). We now show the lower bound. Recall
that in the sketch, every item in the sorted array A with an index in the interval ((1+ǫ)i, (1+ǫ)i+1]
(or equivalently ((1 + ǫ)i, ⌊(1 + ǫ)i+1⌋) will be rounded to A[⌊(1 + ǫ)i+1⌋]. Let i be the integer such
that (1 + ǫ)i < #A≤(t) ≤ (1 + ǫ)i+1, then the only items that are smaller or equal to t in A and
are rounded to have a weight greater than t in A′ are the ones with index between (1 + ǫ)i and
j = #A≤(t). Therefore,
#A≤(t)−#A′≤(t) ≤j − (1 + ǫ)i ≤ (1 + ǫ)i+1 − (1 + ǫ)i
=ǫ(1 + ǫ)i ≤ ǫ#A≤(t),
which shows the lower bound of #A≤(t) as claimed.
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Since we will apply the ǫ-sketch repeatedly, we need to ensure that the repeated applications of
the operators ⊕ and ⊗ don’t accumulate huge errors.
Lemma 3.4. Let A′ be the ǫ1-sketch of the multi-set A, and B′ the ǫ2-sketch of the multi-set B;
also let C = A⊕B, C ′ = A′ ⊕B′, D = A⊗B, and D′ = A′ ⊗B′. For all t ∈ R, we have:
1. (1−max(ǫ1, ǫ2))#C≤(t) ≤ #C ′≤(t) ≤ #C≤(t)
2. (1− ǫ1 − ǫ2)#D≤(t) ≤ #D′≤(t) ≤ #D≤(t)
Proof. By the definition of ⊕, we know #C ′(t) = #A′(t) + #B′(t); thus we have:
#C ′≤(t) =
∑
τ≤t
#C ′(τ) =
∑
τ≤t
#A′(τ) +
∑
τ≤t
#B′(τ)
= #A′≤(t) + #B
′
≤(t)
Similarly, we have #C≤(t) = A≤(t) + #B≤(t). Then by Lemma 3.3 we immediately have the first
claim.
Let D′′ = A⊗B′, Based on the definition of ⊗ we have:
#D′′≤(t) =
∑
τ≤t
#D′′(t) =
∑
τ≤t
∑
v∈R
(#A(v) ·#B′(τ − v))
=
∑
v∈R
∑
τ≤t
(#A(v) ·#B′(τ − v)) =
∑
v∈R
(#A(v) ·#B′≤(t− v))
Therefore, using Lemma 3.3 we have: (1− ǫ2)D≤(t) ≤ #D′′≤(t) ≤ (1 + ǫ2)D≤(t). We can similarly
replace A to A′ in D′′ and get (1 − ǫ1)D′′≤(t) ≤ #D′≤(t) ≤ (1 + ǫ1)D′′≤(t) which proves the second
claim.
Theorem 3.5. Let J = T1 ⋊⋉ · · · ⋊⋉ Tm. We can obtain an (1 + ǫ)-approximation to the Row
Count Inequality query over J in time O( 1ǫ2 (m
3 log2(n))2(d2mnh log(n))). where h is the fractional
hypertree width of the query and n is the cardinality of the largest input table.
Proof. Let ǫ′ = O( ǫ
m2 log(n)
) be the parameters used for sketching. The algorithm works exactly the
same as running Inside-Out [5] over the FAQ formulation of Inequality Row Counting introduced
in Section 3.1; the only difference is that we keep applying ǫ′-sketching to the partial results, and
we apply the ⊕ operator in a specific order to minimize the depth of the expression tree calculated
by Inside-Out. This is because the depth of the expression tree effects the accumulated error in
the approximation.
The Inside-Out algorithm first finds the fractional hypertree decomposition of the query, and
then applies the operators based on that decomposition. Now consider the expression tree produced
by applying ⊗ and ⊕ operators on the values of Fi(xi). The root of the expression tree is the result
of the query and the leafs are the values of Fi(xi). Between the root and each leaf node, there are
at most m inner nodes for ⊗. And between each pair of ⊗, there can be multiple ⊕ which are all
applied over the values in a single factor. The total error would be the sum of the errors introduced
by ǫ-sketching and ⊗ operators.
Since in each factor (partial table) there are at most nm rows, the number of ⊕ between each
two consecutive ⊗ will be at most m log(n). This is because instead of applying ⊕ linearly on the
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values, we can first pick pairs of them and apply ⊕ on each pair and then repeatedly apply ⊕ on
each pair in the result. This way we minimize the depth of the expression tree, and as a result the
depth can be bounded by m2 log(n) +m because the number of rounds where ⊕ is applied is m.
Moreover each time ⊕ is applied over a group of values, their number is at most m log(n). Since ⊗
accumulates the error introduced in all of the summations, the final error would be m2 log(n)ǫ′ = ǫ.
The time complexity of Inside-Out is O(md2nh log(n)) when the operators ⊕ and ⊗ take a con-
stant time [5]. Since each multi-set in a partial result has at most mn members in it, an ǫ′-sketch
of the partial results will have at most O(m log(n)ǫ′ ) values, and we apply each of ⊕ and ⊗ in time
O(
(m log(n)
ǫ′
)2
); therefore, we can compute the result of the query in timeO( 1ǫ2 (m
3 log2(n))2(d2mnh log(n))).
4 General SumSum and SumProd
In FAQ formulation, it is also possible to have free variables which is similar to aggregating over
some of the columns grouped by the other columns of the join. More formally, let h be a subset of
the columns and Xh be the projection of X onto that subset. Then, an FAQ with h as the set of
free variables is a function T of Xh (a table having columns in h concatenated with a column that
has the result of the aggregation) with the following definition:
Q(xh) =
⊕
x∈J ′
d⊗
i=1
Fi(Πi(x)),
where J ′ = σ(Xh=xh)(J) is the result of the selection operation and has all the tuples in J where
the columns Xh are equal to xh. If h is a subset of columns in an input table, then it is possible
to run such an FAQ in time similar to an FAQ without free variables; otherwise the time can be
effected by the size of the output table.
Note that since the algorithm for Inequality Row Counting uses FAQ, it is possible to similarly
run the Inequality Row Counting algorithm with free variable. The Inequality Row Counting query
with free variables can be defined as the number of rows in L(J ′):
C(xh,L(J)) =
∑
x∈L(J ′)
1
Using this idea and the approximation scheme introduced for Inequality Row Counting in
Section 3, we first introduce an algorithm for SumSum FAQ-AI(1). Then we show how we can
generalize the algorithm in Section 3 to approximate other types of SumProd FAQ-AI(1).
4.1 SumSum FAQ-AI(1)
In this subsection we consider the general SumSum FAQ-AI(1) in the form of
Q(L(J)) =
⊕
x∈L(J)
d⊕
i=1
Fi(xi).
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We can approximate this type of queries by m invocations of the Inequality Row Counting
algorithm, each time having the columns in one of the input tables as the free variables. Let
C(xi,L(J)) be the number of rows in J with value xi in column Xi that satisfy the inequalities in
L (the result of Inequality Row Counting with free variable Xi). Then, the SumSum query can be
written as follows:
Q(L(J)) =
⊕
x∈L(J)
d⊕
i=1
Fi(xi)
=
d⊕
i=1
⊕
xi∈D(Xi)
C(xi,L(J))⊕
j=1
Fi(xi)
(3)
Note that for each distinct value of xi, it is possible to calculate
⊕C(xi,L(J))
j=1 Fi(xi) in time
O(m log(n)) by looking at one of the input tables that has column Xi and the result of Inequality
Row Counting query where the columns of that table are the free variables. Therefore, having
the results of the Inequality Row Counting queries, one can compute the SumSum query in time
O(md log(n)).
Therefore, using the approximation algorithm for row counting, we can obtain a fast approx-
imation algorithm for SumSum queries if the operator ⊕ has properties such as being repeatable
and introducing no error, by first calculating the result of Inequality Row Count with input tables
as the free variables and then calculating the formula in Equality (3). Both of these properties can
be found in operators such as max, min,
∑
. However, for those operators that don’t have these
properties, it might be still possible to generalize the result with a different time complexity and
approximation guarantee.
Theorem 4.1. Given a join query J = T1 ⋊⋉ · · · ⋊⋉ Tm and a SumSum FAQ-AI(1) with an operator
⊕ that is repeatable and introduces no error, the proposed approximation algorithm finds an (1± ǫ)
approximation of the query in time O( 1
ǫ2
(m3 log2(n))2(d2m2nh log(n))).
Proof. We need to run m rounds of the Inequality Row Count algorithm, where each time one of
the input tables determines the free variables. Thus, the runtime here will be a factor of m larger
than that stated in Theorem 3.5, which dominates the runtime of other aggregations: calculating
the formula in 3 for each column takes O(nm log(n)) assuming ⊕ can be performed in a constant
time and it will take O(d) to sum the values obtained from different columns.
4.2 SumProd FAQ-AI(1)
SumProd FAQ-AI(1) can be seen as a generalization of Inequality Row Counting queries and
below we introduce a generalization of the algorithm proposed in Section 3 that can be used to
compute various SumProd queries such as Maximum of Summation or Multiplication, Minimum of
Summation or Multiplication, Summation of Multiplication. These SumProd queries can be used
to formulate problems such as finding the closest point to the center of a ball located outside of it,
or finding the furthest point to the center of a ball located inside it.
To generalize the algorithm in section 3, we need to modify and generalize the algebraic structure
used for Inequality Row Counting. Given a SumProd FAQ-AI(1) with the semiring (R,⊕,⊗, I0, I1)
and an additive inequality L, a new semiring structure (S,©,⊙, E0, E1) will be used to model the
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FAQ-AI(1) as an FAQ without any additive inequalities. Then using the sketching technique, we
will obtain a fast approximation of the original FAQ-AI(1). In the following we describe the semiring
(S,©,⊙, E0, E1). Throughout this section we call the (R,⊕,⊗, I0, I1) the original semiring, and
we call (S,©,⊙, E0, E1) the generated semiring.
The members of S are sets of pairs of (e, v) where e ∈ R, v ∈ R and for each value e, there is
exactly one pair of (e, v). To represent the sets in S in a compact form, we do not explicitly write
the pairs of form (e, I0) and we assume the number of pairs that are not in the form of (e, I0) to
be finite. We also define identity zero and identity one members to be E0 = {(e, I0) | e ∈ R} and
E1 = {(0, I1)}.
Let A be a set in S. For all real values e, #A(e) = v if and only if (e, v) ∈ A. We define ©
such that A©B = C if and only if for all values of e, #C(e) = #A(e)⊕#B(e). We define ⊙ such
that A⊙B = C if and only if for all values of e, #C(e) =⊕i∈R#A(e− i)⊗#B(i). Note that this
summation is well-defined because the number of values i for which both #A(e− i) and #B(i) are
not I0 is finite, and those with value of I0 do not appear in the summation.
Example: Let (R+,max,+,−∞, 0) be the original semiring. Let A = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4)} and
B = {(1, 0), (3, 5)}, then A©B = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 5)} and A⊙B = {(2, 2), (3, 3), (4, 7), (5, 8), (6, 9)}
We can prove lemmas similar to the ones in Section 3.
Lemma 4.2. Given a semiring (R,⊕,⊗, I0, I1), the generated algebraic structure (S,©,⊙, E0, E1)
is a semiring.
Proof. we prove the following claims respectively:
1. A©B = B©A
2. A© (B© C) = (A©B)© C
3. A©E0 = A
4. A⊙B = B ⊙A
5. A⊙ (B ⊙ C) = (A⊙B)⊙ C
6. A⊙ E0 = E0
7. A⊙ I1 = A
8. A⊙ (B© C) = (A⊙B)© (A⊙ C)
Based on the definition, C = A © B if and only if #C(e) = #A(e) ⊕ #B(e); since ⊕ is
commutative and associative,© will be commutative and associative as well. Furthermore, #A(e)⊕
#E0(e) = #A(e)⊕ I0 = #A(e); therefore, A©E0 = A.
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Let C = A ⊙ B, using the commutative property of ⊗ and change of variables, we can prove
the fourth claim:
#C(e) =
⊕
i∈R
#A(e− i)⊗#B(i)
=
⊕
i∈R
#B(i)⊗#A(e− i)
=
⊕
j∈R
#B(e− j)⊗#A(j)
Similarly, using change of variables j′ = i− j and i′ = j, and semiring properties of the ⊗ and
⊕, we have: ⊕
i∈R
#A(e− i)⊗ (
⊕
j∈R
#B(i− j)⊗#C(j))
=
⊕
i∈R
⊕
j∈R
(#A(e− i)⊗#B(i− j)) ⊗#C(j)
=
⊕
i′∈R
(
⊕
j′∈R
#A(e− i′ − j′)⊗#B(j′))⊗#C(i′)
Therefore, A⊙ (B ⊙ C) = (A⊙B)⊙C.
The claim A ⊙ E0 = E0 can be proved by the fact that #E0(i) = I0 for all the elements and
#A(e − i) ⊗ I0 = I0. Also we have
⊕
i∈R#A(e − i) ⊗#E1(i) = #A(e) because, #E1(i) = I0 for
all nonzero values of i and it is I1 for e = 0; therefore, A⊙ E1 = A.
Let D = A⊙ (B© C), the last claim can be proved by the following:
#D(e) =
⊕
i∈R
#A(e− i)⊗ (#B(i)⊕#C(i))
=
⊕
i∈R
(
(#A(e− i)⊗#B(i))⊕ (#A(e− i)⊗#C(i)))
=
(⊕
i∈R
(#A(e− i)⊗#B(i))) ⊕ (⊕
i∈R
(#A(e− i)⊗#C(i)))
where the last line is the definition of (A⊙B)© (A⊙C).
Using the generated semiring, the algorithm for SumProd queries creates an FAQ from which
the result of the original FAQ-AI(1) can be retrieved. Let
Q(L(J)) =
⊕
x∈L(J)
d⊗
i=1
Fi(xi)
be the SumProd query that the algorithm aims to compute. For each column i, we define the
function Fi to be
Fi(xi) = {(gi(xi), Fi(xi))},
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where we used gi instead of gi,1 since there is only one inequality. Using the defined functions for
each column, the algorithm passes the following FAQ to the Inside-Out algorithm:
Q =©x∈J
d⊙
i=1
Fi(xi)
Then using the result of the FAQ, the algorithm returns
⊕
e≤L#Q(e) as the answer of the FAQ-
AI(1).
Note that the time complexity of computing the generated FAQ is huge; however, similar to
section 3, we can introduce a sketching argument to reduce the size of the intermediate results.
Lemma 4.3. The result of the above algorithm is Q(L(J)).
Proof. We can rewrite the generated FAQ as follow:
Q =©x∈J
d⊙
i=1
Fi(xi)
=©x∈J
d⊙
i=1
{(gi(xi), Fi(xi))}
=©x∈J
{(
d∑
i=1
gi(xi),
d⊗
i=1
Fi(xi)
)}
Then the operator © returns a set of pairs (e, v) such that for each value e, v = #Q(e) is the
aggregation using ⊕ operator over the rows of J where ∑di=1 gi(xi) = e. More formally,
#Q(e) =
⊕
x∈J,∑i gi(xi)=e
(
d⊗
i=1
Fi(xi)
)
Therefore, the value returned by the algorithm is
⊕
e≤L
#Q(e) =
⊕
e≤L
⊕
x∈J,∑i gi(xi)=e
(
d⊗
i=1
Fi(xi)
)
=
⊕
x∈L(J)
d⊗
i=1
Fi(xi)
To reduce the time complexity of the above algorithm, we use a generalization of the ǫ-sketch
used in Section 3.
For the rest of this section we consider an original semiring (R,⊕,⊗, I0, I1) where R = R+ ∪
{I0, I1}, ⊕ is monotone and does not introduce any error, and ⊗ has a bounded error. We create
the generated semiring as before; however, we use sketching to reduce the size of the intermediate
results in Inside-Out. Let A ∈ S be a set in the generated semiring; let #A≤(ℓ) denote ⊕e≤ℓ#A(e).
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Note that #A≤(ℓ) will be monotonically increasing if ⊕ is monotonically increasing, and it will be
monotonically decreasing if ⊕ is monotonically decreasing.
For a set A ∈ S, let α denote the smallest positive value of #A(e), and let
Lk = min{e ∈ R| α(1 + ǫ)k−1 ≤ #A≤(e) ≤ α(1 + ǫ)k}
and
Uk = max{e ∈ R| α(1 + ǫ)k−1 ≤ #A≤(e) ≤ α(1 + ǫ)k}.
For the special case of 0, we define L0 = min{e ∈ R|#A≤(e) ≤ 0} and U0 = max{e ∈ R|#A≤(e) ≤
0}.
Note that in the above definition, the largest value of Uk is +∞ and the smallest value of Lk is
−∞. Then an ǫ-sketch of A, denoted by A′, is a set in S such that:
#A′(e) =
{⊕
Lk<e≤Uk #A(e) e = Uk
I0 otherwise
Note that if A is given sorted by the first value of its pairs, then A′ can be created in linear time.
Similar to Section 3 we have the following approximation guarantees.
Lemma 4.4. Let A′ be the ǫ-sketch of A, then for all values e,
#A≤(e)/(1 + ǫ) ≤ #A′≤(e) ≤ (1 + ǫ)#A≤(e)
Proof. Since #A≤(e) is monotone, the intervals [Lk, Uk] do not have any overlap except over the
points Lk and Uk, and if the #A≤(e) is monotonically increasing, then Lk = Uk+1; and if #A≤(e)
is monotonically decreasing, then Lk = Uk−1.
For any integer j we have:
#A≤(Uj) =
⊕
i≤Uj
#A(i) =
⊕
k≤j
⊕
Lk<i≤Uk
#A(i) =
⊕
k≤j
#A′(Uk)
=
⊕
i≤Uj
#A′(i) = #A′≤(Uj)
(4)
Now, first we assume #A≤(e) is monotonically increasing and prove the lemma. After that, we
do the same for the monotonically decreasing case. Given a real value e, let k be the integer such
that e ∈ (Lk, Uk]. Then using the definition of Uk and Equality (4) we have:
#A≤(e)/(1 + ǫ) ≤ #A≤(Uk)/(1 + ǫ) = #A≤(Uk−1) = #A′≤(Uk−1)
≤ #A′≤(e) ≤ #A′≤(Uk) = #A≤(Uk)
= (1 + ǫ)#A≤(Uk−1) ≤ (1 + ǫ)#A≤(e)
Note that in the above inequalities, for the special case of k = 0, we can use Lk instead of Uk−1.
Similarly for monotonically decreasing case we have:
#A≤(e)/(1 + ǫ) ≤ #A≤(Uk−1)/(1 + ǫ) = #A≤(Uk) = #A′≤(Uk)
≤ #A′≤(e) ≤ #A′≤(Uk−1) = #A≤(Uk−1)
= (1 + ǫ)#A≤(Uk) ≤ (1 + ǫ)#A≤(e)
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Lemma 4.5. Let A′ and B′ denote an ǫ1-sketch of A and ǫ2-sketch of B respectively. Furthermore,
let C = A ⊕ B, C ′ = A′ ⊕ B′, D = A ⊗ B, and D′ = A′ ⊗ B′. Suppose ⊗ has an error factor at
most j. Then, for all e ∈ R we have:
1.
#C≤(e)
1+max(ǫ1,ǫ2)
≤ #C ′≤(e) ≤ (1 + max(ǫ1, ǫ2))#C≤(e)
2.
#D≤(e)
(1+ǫ1)j(1+ǫ2)j
≤ #D′≤(e) ≤ (1 + ǫ1)j(1 + ǫ2)j#D≤(e)
Proof. The first claim follows from the assumption that ⊕ does not introduce any error and it can
be proved by the following:
(#A≤(e)⊕#B≤(e))/(1 + max(ǫ1, ǫ2))
≤#C(e) = #A′≤(e)⊕#B′≤(e)
≤(1 + max(ǫ1, ǫ2))(#A≤(e)⊕#B≤(e))
The second claim can be also proved similarly; based on definition of ⊙ , we have
#D≤(e) =
⊕
j≤e
⊕
i∈R
(#A(j − i)⊗#B(i))
=
⊕
i∈R
⊕
j≤e
(#A(j − i)⊗#B(i))
=
⊕
i∈R
(#B(i)⊗
⊕
j≤e
#A(j − i))
=
⊕
i∈R
(#B(i)⊗#A≤(e− i))
Let D′′ = A′⊙B, then based on the approximation guarantee of A′≤(e) and the error properties of
⊗ and ⊕, we have
#D≤(e)/(1 + ǫ1)j ≤ #D′′≤(e) ≤ (1 + ǫ1)j#D≤(e)
Then the second claim follows by replacing B with B′ in D′′ and repeat the above step.
Using the approximation guarantees that are provided, we can conclude that by a correct choice
of ǫ′, running the Inside-Out algorithm on the generated FAQ, and applying the sketching technique
after each application of © and⊙, gives us a (1 + ǫ)-approximation of the solution to the original
FAQ-AI(1). Similar to Section 3, on each iteration of applying ©, we apply it in a way that
minimizes the depth of the expression tree.
Consider all the partial results A that we compute during Inside-Out. Let α denote the smallest
positive value #A(e) for any partial result A, and let β be the largest one. Then we have the
following theorem regarding the time complexity of the SumProd algorithm.
Theorem 4.6. Given a SumProd FAQ-AI(1), with the semiring (R,⊕,⊗, I0, I1), where R is R+ ∪
{I0, I1}, ⊕ is monotone and does not introduce any error, and ⊗ has an error factor at most j, the
proposed algorithm for SumProd FAQ-AI(1) returns a (1 + ǫ)-approximation of the original query
in time O((1ǫmj
m log(n) log(βα))
2(d2mnh log(n))) where n is the number of rows in the largest input
table and h is the fractional hypertree width of the query.
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Proof. The algorithm starts by setting ǫ′ to a proper value and running Inside-Out on the FAQ
formulation of the problem using the generated semiring (S,⊕,⊗, E0, E1) in a way that minimizes
the depth of the expression tree. Similar to the Inequality Row Counting algorithm, we need to
minimize the depth of the expression tree because after each application of© and ⊙, the algorithm
applies ǫ′-sketching on the result of the operator.
The size of each partial result set A ∈ S, after applying ǫ′-sketching, will depend on the smallest
positive value of #A≤(e) and the largest value of #A≤(e). We know every set produced during
the execution of Inside-Out will have the size at most 1ǫ′ log(
β
α ). Note that for the special case of
Inequality Row Counting, α = 1 and β ≤ nm.
This means that the time complexity of the algorithm is 1ǫ′2 log
2(βα)T where T is the time to
run Inside-Out algorithm, during which operators take constant time. This is because the time to
apply ⊙ is the square of the size of the operands and the time complexity to apply © is linear in
the size of the operands.
The key is applying© in a binary fashion instead of linear. So, for instance, if we are adding n
numbers, it is possible to do it linearly (adding the first number to the second and then continuously
adding the result to the next number), or doing it in a binary way which means first adding pairs
of numbers and then continuing by adding pairs of the resulting numbers; the second approach has
an expression tree with depth of log(n) and we change the Inside-Out algorithm slightly so that it
applies © on the values this way.
The approximation error of the result comes from two sources. The first source is the application
of ǫ′-sketching on the partial results, and the second source is the ⊙ operator that each time
increases the error by a factor of j. The error caused by the depth of the expression tree is at most
O(m log(n)ǫ′). This is because the size of the join is at most nm and the depth caused by ⊕ is at
most m2 log(n) (m rounds of ⊕ over tables of size smaller than nm) while the depth caused by ⊙
is at most m. Then the total approximation error will be m2jm log(n) because every time where
⊙ is applied, it increases the error by a factor of j.
Therefore, in order to get an ǫ-approximation, we need to set ǫ′ = ǫ
m2jm log(n)
and as a result the
time complexity becomes O((1ǫmj
m log(n) log(βα))
2T ). The time complexity of FAQ with simple
operators is T = O(md2nh log(n)) where h is the fractional hypertree width of the query.
Note that for most of the natural examples mentioned in this paper, j = 1 and as a result the
term jm in the time complexity would be 1.
5 NP-hardness of FAQ-AI(2) Approximation
This section is devoted to proving the following inapproximability result. The proof is based on a
simple reduction from the well-known Partition problem, where the goal is to determine if there
exists a way to partition a set of positive integer weights/items {w1, w2, ..., wm} into two groups of
an equal sum.
Theorem 5.1. It is NP-hard to approximate row counting with two additive inequalities with O(1)
relative error.
Proof. Given an instance of the Partition problem, we create m tables, T1, T2, . . . , Tm, where each
Ti = {wi,−wi} is a single column table. Let J = T1 ⋊⋉ · · · ⋊⋉ Tm. Note that J has exactly 2m
rows and each row x ∈ J contains either wi or −wi for every i, which can be naturally interpreted
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as a partitioning that places each item i in one group or the other, depending on the sign of wi.
The two inequalities are (1, 1, . . . , 1) · x ≥ 0 and (−1,−1, . . . ,−1) · x ≥ 0. Therefore, the counting
query subject to these two inequalities, which is clearly an FAQ-AI(2), aims to count the number
of rows x ∈ J such that x · (1, 1, . . . , 1) = 0, meaning that the total sum of positive weights in x is
equal to the total sum of negative weights in x in absolute value. Thus, the query is asking for the
number of feasible solutions to the Partition problem. The answer is positive if and only if there is
a feasible solution to Partition. Thus, any multiplicatively-bounded approximation to the counting
query with two inequalities would solve the Partition problem.
6 Linear-SVM
6.1 Problem Statement and Our Result
In this section we consider the problem of finding a good solution to Soft Margin Linear SVM
(SML-SVM) inside a database. Recall that the input to SML-SVM consists of a collection X =
{x1, x2, . . . , xn} of n points in Rd, and a collection Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yn} of associated labels from
{−1, 1}, and the goal is to find β so as to minimize the following, which linearly combines the total
error and the 2-norm regularizer with a certain multiplier λ.∑
xi∈X
max(0, 1 − yiβxi) + λ||β||22
For brevity, we can replace xi with yixi to remove yi.
1 Then, the objective becomes
F (β,X) :=
∑
xi∈X
max(0, 1 − βxi) + λ||β||22
Note that here we override the notation xi: before, xi denoted x’s i-th coordinate value but
here it means the i-th point in X.
In our setting, the point set is the result of a join query and we seek to solve this optimization
problem by simulating the gradient-descent method without fully materializing the join result.
Unfortunately, as will be shown in Section 6.4, it is NP-hard to obtain any bounded approximation
to the gradient. Nevertheless we obtain a non-trivial “good” solution. We formally state our result
as follows along with some definitions.
Definition 6.1. We say that a point p′ is a (1+ ǫ) (multiplicative) perturbation of p if every entry
of p′ is within (1 + ǫ) of the corresponding entry of p, i.e., pk/(1 + ǫ) ≤ p′k ≤ pk(1 + ǫ) for all
k ∈ [d]. Similarly, a point set X ′ is said to be a (1 + ǫ)-perturbation of X if every point in X ′ is a
(1 + ǫ)-perturbation of its corresponding point in X.
Theorem 6.2. Let β∗ ∈ ℜd be the optimal parameters for the dataset, i.e., β∗ = argminβ F (β,X).
Then, for any arbitrarily small ǫ > 0 and any integer T , after T iterations of gradient descent,
where each iteration can be simulated by O(d) SumSum FAQ-AI(1) and O(1ǫ log
n
√
T
DG ) SumProd
FAQ-AI(1), we can obtain βa, such that,
F (βa,Xa) ≤ F (β∗,Xb) + 2DG√
T
(5)
1This can be done in the database by splitting the table containing y into two, one with rows with +1 label and
the other with rows with −1 label.
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for some Xa and Xb that are (1+ǫ)-perturbations of X. Here, D = ||β∗||2 and G ≤ 2
∑
xi∈X ||xi||1.
We note that we specifically consider the 2-norm regularizer here as it is most commonly used
in practice. Extending our result to other regularizers, such as 1-norm, is straightforward.
6.2 Overview of Our Approach
To apply the gradient-descent method, obviously we need to (approximately) compute the gradient
with respect to β, which is ∇F = 2λβ −∑i:1−βxi>0 xi.2 Note that we can’t apply our one inequal-
ity algorithm because adding numbers of different signs does not have bounded error. Thus, we
aggregate positive and negative terms separately on each dimension to calculate for each k both∑
i:1−βxi>0,xik>0 xik and
∑
i:1−βxi>0,xik<0 xik within 1 + ǫ factor. By only considering rows with
xik > 0 or xik < 0 from the tables, we have only one constraint, and therefore, we can apply our
algorithm. If the two summations of positive and negative terms are within a 1 + ǫ factor, we
can make the gradient on the kth coordinate zero by perturbing xik appropriately. Otherwise, one
summation will dominate the other. Thus, we will be able to obtain a gradient descent for some
(1 + ǫ)-perturbation of X in each iteration. We can then think of F in each iteration as a new
function of β defined by a certain (1+ ǫ)-perturbation of X. We can then interpret updating β for
this sequence of functions as solving an online convex optimization problem in which the goal is
to optimize the summation of convex functions arriving sequentially. We then choose our final βa
from the trace of β.
There is still a subtle issue to be addressed. If we perturb a point xi, then the sign of 1−βxi may
change, which means whether xi contribute to the objective F may change after the perturbation.
To get around this issue, when computing the gradient descent, we exclude points that are “close”
to the separating hyperplane 1 − βx = 0. That is, we exclude every point that can be on both
sides of the hyperplane when perturbed. It will be shown that this can be done by an appropriate
perturbation of X.
6.3 Algorithm and Analysis
We first describe how to simulate the gradient descent in each iteration and then how to choose our
final βa from the sequence of evolving β through the iterations, β(0) = 0, β(1), . . . , β(T ).3 Since the
algorithm is inspired by several observations that lead to the analysis, we will state key observations
and lemmas along with the presentation of the algorithm.
Each Iteration of Gradient Descent. In each iteration, we find the gradient for some (1 + ǫ)-
perturbation of the input data, and move in the opposite direction with a step size of η = D
G
√
T
.
Given a β, we call a point xi close if there is some (1+ǫ) perturbation x
′
i of xi such that 1−βx′i ≤ 0;
otherwise it is called far. In other words, a point is close if it can be made to have no contribution
to F for some (1 + ǫ)-perturbation of it.
To only consider far points in the computation of the gradient, we perturb each point xi in the
2Note that ∇F is not continuous and it does not exist for all β. To handle this issue rigorously, we will have to
use subgradient in lieu of gradient but to simplify our presentation we will assume that ∇F exists for the current β
of every iteration, which can be almost certainly guaranteed by a small perturbation of the point set.
3We can start from an arbitrary point but starting from β = 0 will make our presentation cleaner.
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“best” direction to decrease F . Formally, define x′i as follows: for each k ∈ [d],
x′ik =
{
xik(1 + ǫ) if βkxik ≥ 0
xik/(1 + ǫ) otherwise
(6)
Lemma 6.3. If 1−βx′i > 0, then we have 1−βx′′i > 0 for any x′′ that is (1+ ǫ) perturbation of xi.
Proof. We have 1− βx′′i = 1−
∑d
k=1 βkix
′′
ik ≥ 1−
∑d
k=1 βkix
′
ik > 0 because of the definition of x
′
ik
and x′′i being (1 + ǫ)-perturbation of xi.
Define the following quantities.
G+k :=
∑
i:1−βx′i≥0,x′ik≥0
xik
G−k :=
∑
i:1−βx′i≥0,x′ik≤0
xik
We observe that we can use SumSum FAQ-AI(1) to get a (1+ ǫ)-approximation of G+k and G
−
k .
Since the two quantities are symmetric, we only show how to approximately compute G+k . Towards
this end, rewrite the formula as
G+k =
∑
u∈U :1−βu′≥0,u′
k
≥0
uk
=
∑
uk∈D+(uk)
ukC(uk,L(U))
where U = X, D+(uk) is the domain of the positive values of uk, L(U) is the additive inequality
βu′ ≤ 1 and C(uk,L(U)) is the result of Inequality Row Count with uk as its free variable. Note
that C(uk,L(U)) can be obtained for all values of uk by one invocation of the Inequality Row
Counting algorithm, and then using that, G+k can be computed. Since we need to approximate G
+
k
and G−k for all k ∈ d, we need O(d) SumSum FAQ-AI(1) for each iteration of gradient descent;
recall d is the number of dimensions.
Let Gˆ+k and Gˆ
−
k be their respective (1+ ǫ)-approximation. Let ∇′ = (∇′1,∇′2, ...,∇′d) denote the
gradient we will use. For each k, we set ∇′k = 2λβk − Gˆ+k − Gˆ−k . Then, our update rule is
β ← β − η∇′,
which completes the description of each gradient-descent step.
Before presenting the next step of our algorithm on how to choose βa, we make a key observation,
which will be used as the basis for applying online convex optimization in the next step.
Lemma 6.4. ∇′ is the gradient of F (β,X ′′, y) for some X ′′ that is a (1 + ǫ)-perturbation of X.
Proof. To prove the claim, we show how to find a desired X ′′ – this is only for the sake of the proof
and the algorithm doesn’t need to know X ′′. For each i such that 1 − βx′i < 0, we set x′′i := x′i.
For sure, these points are (1 + ǫ)-perturbations of their corresponding points xi in X. Otherwise,
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for each i, we set x′′ik =
Gˆ+
k
G+
k
xik if x
′
ik > 0; x
′′
ik =
Gˆ−
k
G−
k
xik otherwise. Thus, it follows that X
′′ is a
(1 + ǫ)-perturbation of X.
Next, we show that x′′i contributes to F (β,X
′′) if and only if x′i does to F (β,X
′). Note that
for every i such that 1 − βx′i < 0, we have x′′i = x′i and they do not contribute to F . For every
other i, since x′′i is a (1+ ǫ)-perturbation of xi, thanks to Lemma 6.3, both x
′
i and x
′′
i contribute to
F (β,X ′) and F (β,X ′′), respectively. It is now an easy exercise to see that ∇′ = ∇F (β,X ′′).
Final Choice of βa. It now remains to describe how to choose βa. Since the gradient-descent
step is repeated T times, we index the above notations by the iteration in which they appear: In
particular, ∇(t) denotes ∇′ in t-th iteration; β(t) denotes β in t-th iteration; and X(t) denotes the
X ′′ stated in Lemma 6.4 when β = β(t). For convenience, let β(0) = 0.
We now use a tool from the online convex optimization literature.
Theorem 6.5. [9, 14] Let g1, g2, ..., gT : R
n → R be G-Lipschitz functions, i.e., ||∇gt(β)|| ≤ G for
all β, t.4 Then, starting at point β(0) ∈ Rn and using the update rule of β(t+1) ← β(t) − η∇gt(β(t)),
with η = D
G
√
T
for T steps, we have
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
gt(β
(t)) ≤ 1
T
T−1∑
t=0
gt(β
∗) +
DG√
T
(7)
for all β∗ with ||β(0) − β∗|| ≤ D.
To apply this theorem, we set gt = F (β
(t),X(t), y). Then, thanks to Lemma 6.4, our rule of
updating β is exactly the one stated in the theorem. Thus, we have,
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
F (β(t),X(t)) ≤ 1
T
T−1∑
t=0
F (β∗,X(t)) +
DG√
T
Then, since the minimum is smaller than the average, we have
min
t
F (β(t),X(t)) ≤ 1
T
T−1∑
t=0
F (β(t),X(t))
Similarly, since the maximum is greater than the average, for some Xb = X(t), we have
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
F (β∗,X(t)) ≤ F (β∗,Xb)
Thus, we have
min
t
F (β(t),X(t)) ≤ F (β∗,Xb) + DG√
T
(8)
To derive Theorem 6.2, we would like to choose t that minimizes F (β(t),X(t)). Unfortunately,
it is not easy to compute F (β(t),X(t)). This is because X(t) is unknown to the algorithm, and even
4In general, we can use subgradient when gradient doesn’t exist.
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if it were, we can only approximately compute the quantity. Thus, for each t, we will compute
F (β(t), Z(t)) within a (1 + ǫ)-factor for some Z(t) that is (1 + ǫ)-perturbation of X such that
F (β(t), Z(t)) ≤ F (β(t),X(t)). Then we can set βa = β(t) and Xa = Z(t) for a t that minimizes
F (β(t), Z(t)) over t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T = 1} within a (1 + ǫ)-factor, plus a small additive error. By
further perturbing Xb by a (1+ ǫ)-factor, we will immediately have Eqn. (5) in Theorem 6.2, with
the approximation parameter ǫ appropriately scaled down.
For brevity, omitting t from the notation and letting X(0) denote the original point set, it now
suffices to show how to compute F (β,Z) within a (1 + ǫ)-factor, plus an additive error of up to
DG√
T
, for some Z that is a (1 + ǫ)-perturbation of X(0) such that F (β,Z) ≤ F (β,X(0)).
Intuitively, we want to perturb X(0) to minimize F (β,Z). Thus, we set Z = (X(0))′ (see
Eqn. (6)). Since X is a (1 + ǫ)-perturbation of X(0) and Z is now the (1 + ǫ)-perturbation of
X(0) minimizing F (β,Z), we immediately have F (β,Z) ≤ F (β,X). Let zi be the point in Z
corresponding to xi in X.
Our remaining goal to prove Theorem 6.2 is to find an estimate of Fˆ (β,Z) of F (β,Z) such that
Fˆ (β,Z) ≤ F (β,Z) ≤ (1 + ǫ)Fˆ (β,Z) + DG√
T
.
Towards this end, we will reduce our estimation task to counting rows. We assume w.l.o.g. that
F (β,Z) ≤ n. This is because if we set βa = β(0) = 0, then F (βa,X) = n – thus if F (β,Z) > n, we
do not need to compute it. The following observation is immediate from the definition of F .
Lemma 6.6. Let Nτ := |{zi ∈ Z | 1− βzi ≥ τ}|. Then, F (β,Z) =
∫ n
τ=0Nτdτ + λ||β||22
To use our approximate counting algorithm in Section 3, we discretize the integral.
Corollary 6.7. Let ν := DG
n
√
T
and let
Fˆ (β,Z) := λ||β||22 +
⌈log1+ǫ(n/ν)⌉∑
j=0
Nˆν(1+ǫ)jν((1 + ǫ)
j − (1 + ǫ)j−1)
be our estimate of F (β,Z), where Nˆτ is a (1 + ǫ)-approximation of Nτ . Then, we have
Fˆ (β,Z) ≤ F (β,Z) ≤ (1 + ǫ)2Fˆ (β,Z) + DG√
T
.
Proof. We observe
Fˆ (β,Z)− λ||β||22 ≤
∫ n
τ=ν
Nτdτ ≤ (1 + ǫ)(Fˆ (β,Z)− λ||β||22)
if Nˆτ = Nτ . Now by assuming w.l.o.g. that Nˆτ ≤ Nτ ≤ (1 + ǫ)Nˆτ (that is, by an appropriate
scaling, we can assume that our estimate is always an underestimate), the factor (1 + ǫ) in the
right-hand-side becomes (1+ ǫ)2. Then, the claim follows from the fact that
∫ ν
τ=0Nτdτ ≤ nν = DG√T
and Lemma 6.6.
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Note that here we computed a (1+ǫ)-approximation ofNν(1+ǫ)j for each j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ⌈log1+ǫ(n/ν)⌉ =
O((1/ǫ) log(n/ν))} to obtain Fˆ (β,Z) – thus, O((1/ǫ) log(n/ν)) SumProd FAQ-AI(1) suffice. This,
together with the O(d) SumSum FAQ-AI(1) for approximately computing the gradient, gives the
bound on the number of FAQ-AI(1) we need in each iteration of gradient descent, as claimed in
Theorem 6.2. Note that 2DG√
T
in the right-hand-side of Eqn. (5) in Theorem 6.2 comes from the ad-
ditive error in Corollary 6.7 and another additive error in the right-hand-side of Eqn. (8). Finally,
the bound of G follows from the fact ||∇F (β,X ′′)|| ≤ (1 + ǫ)2∑xi∈X ||xi||1 ≤ 2∑xi∈X ||xi||1 for
any X ′′ that is a (1+ ǫ)2-perturbation of X and the definition of G in Theorem 6.5. The bound on
the number of queries follow since gradient descent iterates T times.
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.2.
6.4 Hardness of Gradient Approximation
While it is trivial to compute the gradient of SML-SVM in linear time when the data is represented
explicitly in the design matrix, it is possible to show that for our setting even approximating it is
NP-Hard. Let J = T1 ⋊⋉ · · · ⋊⋉ Tm, and β be the parameters of the SML-SVM, we can show it is
NP-Hard to find the gradient of F (β,X) up to any constant factor.
Lemma 6.8. Given a Join query J = T1 ⋊⋉ · · · ⋊⋉ Tm, and the parameter β and λ, it is NP-Hard
to approximate the gradient of SML-SVM for the points J up to any constant factor.
Proof. We reduce the decision version of the counting knapsack problem to the problem of approx-
imating the gradient of SML-SVM. The input to the decision counting knapsack problem is a set
of weights W = {w1, w2, . . . , wm}, a knapsack size L, and an integer k. The output of the problem
is whether there are k different combinations of the items that fit into the knapsack.
We create m+1 tables, each with two columns. The columns of the first m table are (Key, Ei)
for Ti and the rows are
Ti = {(1, 0), (1, wi/L), (0, 0)}.
The last table has two columns (Key,Value), and it has two rows (1, 1), (0,−k). Note that if we
take the join of these tables, there will be m+ 2 columns: (Key,Value, E1, E2, . . . , Em).
Let β = (0, 0, 1, 1, . . . , 1) and λ = 0, so β is 0 on the columns Key and Value and 1 everywhere
else. Then we claim, if the gradient of F on the second dimension (Value) is non-negative, then
the answer to the original counting knapsack is true, otherwise, it is false.
To see the reason, consider the rows in J : there are 2m rows in the design matrix that have
(1, 1) in the first two dimensions and all possible combinations of the knapsack items in the other
dimensions. More precisely, the concatenation of (1, 1) and wS for every S ∈ [m] where wS is the
vector that has wi/L in the i-th entry if item i is in S or 0 otherwise. Further, J has a single
special row with values (0,−k, 0, 0, . . . , 0). Letting G2 be the gradient of SML-SVM on the second
dimension (column Value), we have,
G2 =
∑
x∈J :1−βx≥0
x2
For the row with Key = 1 for each S ∈ [m], we have 1 − βx = 1 −∑i∈S wi/L ≥ 0 if and only
if the items in S fits into the knapsack and x2 = 1. For the single row with Key = 0, we have
1− βx = 1, and its value on the second dimension is x2 = k. Therefore,
G2 = CL(w1, . . . , wm)− k
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where CL is the number of subsets of items fitting into the knapsack of size L. This means if we
could approximate the gradient up to any constant factor, we would be able to determine if G2 is
positive or negative, and as a result we would be able to answer the (decision version of) counting
knapsack problem, which is NP-hard.
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A Background
A.1 Fractional edge cover number and output size bounds
In what follows, we consider a conjunctive query Q over a relational database instance I. We use
n to denote the size of the largest input relation in Q. We also use Q(I) to denote the output and
|Q(I)| to denote its size. We use the query Q and its hypergraph H interchangeably.
Definition 1 (Fractional edge cover number ρ∗). Let H = (V, E) be a hypergraph (of some query
Q). Let B ⊆ V be any subset of vertices. A fractional edge cover of B using edges in H is a feasible
solution ~λ = (λS)S∈E to the following linear program:
min
∑
S∈E
λS
s.t.
∑
S:v∈S
λS ≥ 1, ∀v ∈ B
λS ≥ 0, ∀S ∈ E .
The optimal objective value of the above linear program is called the fractional edge cover number
of B in H and is denoted by ρ∗H(B). When H is clear from the context, we drop the subscript H
and use ρ∗(B).
Given a conjunctive query Q, the fractional edge cover number of Q is ρ∗H(V) where H = (V, E)
is the hypergraph of Q.
Theorem A.1 (AGM-bound [8, 13]). Given a full conjunctive query Q over a relational database
instance I, the output size is bounded by
|Q(I)| ≤ nρ∗,
where ρ∗ is the fractional edge cover number of Q.
Theorem A.2 (AGM-bound is tight [8, 13]). Given a full conjunctive query Q and a non-negative
number n, there exists a database instance I whose relation sizes are upper-bounded by n and
satisfies
|Q(I)| = Θ(nρ∗).
Worst-case optimal join algorithms [25, 20, 21] can be used to answer any full conjunctive query
Q in time
O(|V| · |E| · nρ∗ · log n). (9)
A.2 Tree decompositions, acyclicity, and width parameters
Definition 2 (Tree decomposition). Let H = (V, E) be a hypergraph. A tree decomposition of H is
a pair (T, χ) where T = (V (T ), E(T )) is a tree and χ : V (T )→ 2V assigns to each node of the tree
T a subset of vertices of H. The sets χ(t), t ∈ V (T ), are called the bags of the tree decomposition.
There are two properties the bags must satisfy
(a) For any hyperedge F ∈ E , there is a bag χ(t), t ∈ V (T ), such that F ⊆ χ(t).
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(b) For any vertex v ∈ V, the set {t | t ∈ V (T ), v ∈ χ(t)} is not empty and forms a connected
subtree of T .
Definition 3 (acyclicity). A hypergraph H = (V, E) is acyclic iff there exists a tree decomposition
(T, χ) in which every bag χ(t) is a hyperedge of H.
When H represents a join query, the tree T in the above definition is also called the join tree
of the query. A query is acyclic if and only if its hypergraph is acyclic.
For non-acyclic queries, we often need a measure of how “close” a query is to being acyclic. To
that end, we use width notions of a query.
Definition 4 (g-width of a hypergraph: a generic width notion [6]). Let H = (V, E) be a hyper-
graph, and g : 2V → R+ be a function that assigns a non-negative real number to each subset of
V. The g-width of a tree decomposition (T, χ) of H is maxt∈V (T ) g(χ(t)). The g-width of H is the
minimum g-width over all tree decompositions of H. (Note that the g-width of a hypergraph is a
Minimax function.)
Definition 5 (Treewidth and fractional hypertree width are special cases of g-width). Let s be the
following function: s(B) = |B| − 1, ∀V ⊆ V. Then the treewidth of a hypergraph H, denoted by
tw(H), is exactly its s-width, and the fractional hypertree width of a hypergraph H, denoted by
fhtw(H), is the ρ∗-width of H.
From the above definitions, fhtw(H) ≥ 1 for any hypergraph H. Moreover, fhtw(H) = 1 if and
only if H is acyclic.
A.3 Algebraic Structures
In this section, we define some of the algebraic structures used in the paper. First, we discuss the
definition of a monoid. A monoid is a semi-group with an identity element. Formally, it is the
following.
Definition A.3. Fix a set S and let ⊕ be a binary operator S × S → S. The set S with ⊕ is a
monoid if (1) the operator satisfies associativity; that is, (a⊕ b)⊕ c = a⊕ (b⊕ c) for all a, b, c ∈ S
and (2) there is identity element e ∈ S such that for all a ∈ S, it is the case that e⊕ a = a⊕ e = e.
A commutative monoid is a moniod where the operator ⊕ is commutative. That is a⊕ b = b⊕a
for all a, b ∈ S.
Next, we define a semiring.
Definition A.4. A semiring is a set R with two operators ⊕ and ⊗. The ⊕ operator is referred
to as addition and the ⊗ is referred to as multiplication. This is a semiring if,
1. it is the case that R and ⊕ are a commutative monoid with 0 as the identity.
2. R and ⊗ is a monoid with identity 1.
3. the multiplication distributes over addition. That is for all a, b, c ∈ R it is the case that
a⊗ (b⊕ c) = (a⊗ b)⊕ (a⊗ c) and (b⊕ c)⊗ a = (b⊗ a)⊕ (c⊗ a).
4. the 0 element annihilates R. That is, a⊗ 0 = 0 and 0⊗ a = 0 for all a ∈ R.
A commutative semiring is a semiring where the multiplication is commutative. That is, a⊗b =
b⊗ a for all a, b ∈ S.
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